Definition 2 ] with exponential valuation V and associated place 77. Let k be the residue field of K and Rk the ring of integers of K. In this paper we investigate the following connection between derivations on K into K and derivations on k into k. Let D be an integral derivation on K, i.e., one which maps integers onto integers. The mapping d on k given by ¿[77(a) ] =77[7>(a) ], for all aERic is a derivation on k and we say that d is induced by D.
An integral derivation on K is an analytic derivation, that is, it is a continuous map in the valuation topology. The following is an almost immediate consequence of the definition : Proposition
A derivation D on K is analytic if and only if for some positive integer n and every aERic, V[D(a) ] ^ -n.
If D is a derivation on K then so is p'D where r is an integer. Thus K possesses a derivation D which maps Rk into Rk but not into (p), the maximal ideal in Rk, if and only if K possesses a nontrivial analytic derivation. Such a derivation induces a nontrivial derivation on k. However k possesses a nontrivial derivation (into k) if and only if k is not perfect, so we have Proposition 2. If k is perfect K has no nontrivial analytic derivations.
In this paper we show that, not only is the converse of Proposition 2 true, but every derivation on k is induced by a derivation on K (Theorem 1). Thus if k is not perfect K possesses a nontrivial analytic derivation which fact is used to prove Theorem 2. This theorem asserts the converse of a theorem of Teichmüller [3, p. 144] which states that if K' is a p-adic field [2, p. 227, Definition 3] with the same residue field k then K is uniquely embedded in K' if k is perfect.
2. Construction of analytic derivations. Let S = {sa} a€i be a set of integers in K with the property that S= {sa}a<Ei, where sa = H(sa), is a £-basis for k. It is well known that, given any set of elements {Ma} "er in k, there is one and only one derivation d on k such that d(sa) = üa for all aEI, the indexing set of S. S is a purely transcendental set over fco the maximal perfect subfield of k. Every derivation on ko(S) into k has one and only one extension to k.
Let Eo be the £-adic subfield of K having residue field k0. Again, 5 is a Thus the problem of finding a derivation on 7C which induces a given derivation on k is reduced to the problem of extending an integral K0 derivation on KoiS) into K to an integral derivation on K. This is done in a way Hence {üß}ßej is a basis for kp over ¿o(5p). Repeating the argument n times we conclude that the set {üß'}ßej is a basis for k over ^o(5).
For each ßQJ we choose UßQK so that H(uß) = üß. The set c7" = } u?¡¡} ^sj is clearly linearly independent over Ko(S). Moreover, each coset of the ideal (pn) in Rr contains an element of the form ^flawf where the aa are integers in Ko(S) (unless otherwise indicated ^ win indicate a finite sum in the elements of U" with coefficients which are integers in Ko(S)). This follows from the fact that 77 maps the linear space spanned by the set Un over Ko(S) onto k.
Let D denote an arbitrary integral derivation on Ko(S) into K. We define a mapping Dn on Rk/(P") as follows. Let x-\-(p") be an arbitrary element of Rk/ÍP").
There is then an element ^,aau^ in the set x-\-(pn). We let Dn(x-\-(pn))='52,D(aa)uv?-\-(pn).
Dn is a well-defined mapping since if the element ^,bauvâ is in the coset x-\-(p") then for all a, ba = aa, mod pn, and D(aa)=D(ba), mod pn, since D is integral.
In order to verify that Dn is a derivation we must show that the coset u£ußA-iPn) contains an element of a certain form. To this end we use the following : Lemma 1. For all positive integers r and m (1) [X CaUa ] = X P 23 Si.aCi.a «a , mod /»"*, where s,-,a is a rational integer and c,-," is an integer in KoiS) for all i and a. With these preliminaries we proceed to the proof of (1) by induction on m. Clearly (1) holds for m = \. We assume then that (1) holds for m<n. Now (2) [ 
1=0
We have x + (J>"+1) = X>"wf+1 + (J>B+1) and, by (4),
x + (r) = Tibapisa,i,ßcp:;;uf+(p"). Now we started this construction with an arbitrary integral derivation on Ko(S). Extending D to K the quotient field of Rk we conclude that every integral derivation on K0(S) has an integral extension to K. Then £t is an isomorphism and we wish to show that ¡;t(Rk) contains cosets not of the form b+I for bERK-Equivalently, we wish to show that for some aERK there is no bERK such that 2*" o (Di(a)/i\)xi is congruent to b, mod 7. We consider then the equation 
We choose a so that F(7J(o)) = 2 and, hence F(ci) = 1. Assume first that V(c0) Ú1. Since 7(Z?»(o)/n!) >« it follows that V(pcn) = V(c0). Thus V(cn) =0
and F(co) = l. Necessarily F(c,-)>1 for 1<î<w. It follows by letting j = n in (6) that V(pc2n)=V(cn) which is a contradiction since c^ERk-Assume next that F(c0)>l.
Again, letting j'=l in (6) we conclude that V(pcn+i) = F(ci) or F(cn+i) = 0. As before, it follows that F(£c2n+i) = V(cn+i) which is a contradiction.
Thus equation (5) 
